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Ejaculation, Sam, Tony

RUN NO. 66 REPORT – LACERATION, PERSPIRATION & LIZZIE’S SANTANA SAUNTER
Venue - the not so tropical Oasis.
The “Independence Day” run/walk was set by the
Yanks: FLIRTATION and LACERATION, and
supposedly PERSPIRATION, but she really just
provided moral support to her family from her
perch on the front porch of their residence. The
venue was chosen for the varied, beautiful
terrain, just like that of the Americas, - “sea to
shining sea” but as it turned out, the hills were
burnt and the traffic bad, just like the urbansuburbia of their native land.
The runners were directed down the road, away
from the eventual objective, to give the runners
chance to struggle the short way up to the nearby
hilltop. They then detoured through a ‘quaint
village’ along the base of the ridge following
ample flour trail marks. However the flour
disappeared as they approached the critical sign
directing them up the hill ‘any way you like’ and
so they began running round like the headless
variety of the animals they were disturbing.
Fortunately the chief Hare had advised one of
their number on the location of the sign and so
they were eventually led On Up by the sound of
the newly (self) appointed Hash Horn, E-JAC.
The option to come up the hill ‘any way you like’
was given because of the American way of
independent thinking which is very difficult
impossible (Ed’s correction) for most Hashers.
While the runners were wandering around
through the village, the walkers were led by the
speed of Charlie (Mr Fast Walker). His walking
speed was nearly that of a run, and since
FLIRTATION was a hare, she didn’t mark the
walking path well, thinking that she would be at
the head of the group leading the way, therefore
Charlie (Mr Fast Walker) made her work much
harder than she would have liked on the walk.

The
walkers
eventually
reached the top of the hill,
and HC1, slightly before the
runners, the view was
spectacular and we were
lead in a rousing “God Bless
America”
by
PERSPIRATION, but she
seemed to be the only one
who knew the words.
So, after the circle, it was On
On down the steep and
narrow path. There were a
lot of short cutting bastards
on that little sidetrack of the
hill and they all paid for it
later in the Hash Circle.
WE
The walkers went down the
hill slightly after the runners
and meandered through the trail to find HC2.
The runners had a bit of a hard time finding the
trail in the river bed due to some damn pigs
eating the flour markers, the extra trail marks
which the Hares had laid but later abandoned
and the Hash Horn being so far back in the pack.
But after LACERATION went to check on them
and give some quick guidance we were all
together for HC2. This time, a bit of gibberish
was sung by FLIRTATION to get the group
roused up, since at run 65 PERSPIRATION
messed up the words (?) to the gibberish song.
The last segment of the walk was rather
pleasant, a shady and cool stroll through a poorly
marked village, after asking some locals for help
to find the way to the beach, and a rather upset
dog, we found our way to the beach road and
were On Home.
The runners had a long, flat, and sunny last

JUST LOVE THE HILLS!
segment that allowed them to stretch their
legs and get out any speed and energy
that they had left. Particularly Newbie
Alan who was followed home by WEE
WILLIE and SEXON in tandem with
ROUGH RIDER not far behind, as though
it were a race?!
The runners just caught up with the
walkers as they were nearing home, and
we all ended up back at the Oasis fairly
close together. Although it was later
decided that a key for the beer should be
kept with a runner so that we don’t have
to wait for AS and WHOLE if they decide
to have another easy walk.
SEXON was soooo thirsty that she
conned WEE WILLIE in purchasing a soft
drink at the Oasis while they waited for
the BEERMASTERS to show up.

CIRCLE CIRCUS
Again impressive numbers. In
anticipation of an ATION run
sandwiched between the sea and the
hills or just coincidence?
For those struggling to avoid the ‘No
Hash Gear’ down down each week,
the good news is that new T shirts will
(relatively) soon be here.
The down down honours were fairly
evenly shared as the charges and
counter-charges came thick and fast in
marked contrast to the last few weeks.
However the Hare ATIONs and their
close relative EJACUL had a
significant impact on the evenings
beer consumption and Alan was given

a baptism of fire with his reward for
being an outstanding FRB.
It was also good to see that some of
the more reluctant contributors were
making up for their previous shyness
but the Beermasters had better watch
the
quantities
dispensed
or
SCRUBBER will be making another
announcement about the weekly fees.
Two namings further livened up
proceedings as it was debated which
was the most appropriate ATION for
Lizzie to become and then a rather
illogical association of ideas resulted
in a less than flattering footprint for
Martin.

The POTW award became a somewhat
more democratic process than originally
intended when the last week’s holder’s
choice was passed over in favour of a
rather obscure misdemeanour. However the
recipient was assisted by her Dad – which
was very touching!
Another sad farewell, this week as we said
goodbye to our legal expert OH PIN YON.
It was also the last week for another DH3
regular and our previous Hash Horn,
UPCHUCK. Unfortunately he couldn’t
make it for his final run. Best wishes to you
both wherever you Hash in future.

DOWN DOWNS
Hares
LACERATION, Lizzie, PERSPIRATION (under duress)
Newbies
Alan, Randall, Melissa, Chris, Walter, Tony, MOGEE MAN
Sponsors
HORNY, BUSHWANKER, ROUGH RIDER, Tony, Bernie
FRBs
Charlie, Alan, EJACULATION
SCBs
SEXON, EJACULATION, SCRUBBER, RUPIAH, PUSH IT,
BUSHWANKER, Andrew, FLIRTATION, TINKERBELL, Tony
Leavers
OH PIN YON
Returnees SARAH LEE, BUPS, BUSHWANKER, RIGID, PUBIC STRAP
Smoking in the Circle
PERSPIRATION, SEXON, HORNY, BROWNEYE
No Hash gear
Tony, Dianne, Bernie, PHARTA, Charlie, Phil, MEGA RIDER
Telephone
PUBIC STRAP, POGO, BUSHWANKER
Hats in the Circle PERSPIRATION
20 Runs
BROWNEYE, PULL IT

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE

TRIVIA
Volunteers required for
HITS, the DH3 Trivia
Team, for the Tuesday
(fortnightly)
competition at the Dili
Club. Anyone who feels
that he or she can raise
the average IQ of the
present bunch please
contact
the
chief
Oracle, Browneye on
0407 939660 to get
further details.
APOLOGY
Apologies on behalf of
the gremlins that invaded
my email and caused you
to receive multiple copies
of this week’s run venue
notice.
Imagine my feeling when
I received no less than
47
‘’delivery
failure
notice’’ emails in return!

Everyone charged WEE WILLIE for no advising the Newbies about hats in the Circle
WHOLE charged RIGID for not co-haring the run last week as advertised
Tony charged PUSH IT for leading so many walkers astray
Tony charged NUMATIK for conspiring to get him a down down (Bonus Beer stuff)
Tony charged EJACULATION for over use of the Hash Horn. REVERSED
PUBIC STRAP charged AS & WHOLE for not checking the Hash Esky before the run
POGO charged MUMBLES for training for Hash
BROWNEYE charged Charlie for suggesting he was as old as Wilbur and Orville
Charlie charged BROWNEYE for fabricating charges (What’s wrong with that?!)
FLIRTATION charged LACERATION for letting his wife stroke some one else’s head
PUSH IT charged Walter for trying to knock a tree down
POGO charged SCRUBBER for not showing reverence to the GM. (Didn’t kneel.)
LACERATION charged PERSPIRATION for stroking some one else’s head without permission
Everyone charged OH PIN YON for having his head stroked by some one else’s wife without permission
NAMING Martin becomes PHARTA for showing academic and artistic abilities with normal bodily functions
Lizzie becomes FLIRTATION for being an ATION product with a very friendly nature
POTW TINKERBELL (assisted by her old man BROWNEYE for complicity) for not knowing the exact
whereabouts of some insignificant village in the GM’s old stamping ground. (This was by popular assent
over the original charge by last week’s POTW, against SEXON for causing our GM to be late for today’s
run. Something we know the GM would never do unaided.)

HARES APPARENT
No.
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Date
5 Aug
12 Aug
19 Aug
26 Aug
2 Sep
9 Sep
16 Sep

Hares
Cunning Linguist & Browneye
Ejaculation, Sam & Tony
Browneye & Sarah Lee
Boner & David
Scrubber & Wee Willie
Pogo
Volunteers??

Occasion/Location
Gobbledygook Run
Sarah Lee’s farewell
Election Run
First to 50 runs with DH3

Day after Japanese Respect for Aged
Day – remember Rupiah Day
Some Hounds seem reluctant to be a Hare. Don’t be shy, you will get help if you haven’t done it before.
Volunteers contact Browneye on 0407 939660.
Browneye’s Bible
• Hash Rule No 1
The GM is always right
• Hash Rule No 2
When in doubt observe Rule No. 1

